
Calling ALL who sew, we need your help! Rosie the riveter has nothing on 
us! We are calling all “Susie the Seamstress”, your nation is asking us once 
again to roll up our sleeves, dig into our fabric stashes and rev our sewing 
machine engines!  We need to put our free time and fabric into making 
face masks. These can help in as a limited protection for those in need as 
our nation’s resources ramp up to produce the needed medical face masks. 
Many styles are on the internet, but I combined several patterns into one. 
This method provides a pocket for a filter to be inserted and a little nose 
band. I whipped this up in no time and hope that all of us can produce as 
many as possible. So….. Ladies take a look and let’s get sewing!

A FUN AND QUICK PROJECT 
THAT WILL HELP OUR HEALTH 
CARE HEROES!



LET’S GET STARTED: 

NOTE: here is a chance to use up all 
your extra bias tape. Remember, it 
will need to cover the ¼” seam 
allowance on the side of the mask.

Here is our project sample:  It is a standard face mask with four ties. 
Our finish product will have a hidden pocket in order for a filter to 
be inserted. It may or may not have a small padded wire like a twist 
tie inserted so it will fit snug over the bridge of the nose (up to you 
and if you have these twist ties…) and be a universal fit for both men 
and women. So let’s start with a light color 100% cotton fabric with 
a very tight weave or high thread count. Remember, it has to be 
breathable so no plastic lined fabrics, plus it needs to be washable.

Cut one piece of light color fabric -  16” x 8” and two strips of 2” x 36”. If you have wide bias tape, this can also 
be used for your straps.  You will also need pins and a marker. 

On each of the short sides of the large 16” x 8” rectangle, iron a small ¼ hem to the wrong side and top stitch to 
finish.  While you iron is on, take the two 2”  long strips and turn a ¼ hem on each of the short sides and press 
into place. Once this is done, fold the long 2” strip lengthwise and press in half. Open the strip and press each 
long side edge into the folded center so that both long sides meet in the middle of the length of the strip. Once 
this is done, refold and press the strip in half. The finish strip is now about 35 ½” x ½” . This is making the ties 
for the mask. See photos below……



MAKING THE MASK: 
2. Next, take the large rectangle and fold the short 
ends right sides together. Measure from the upper left 
corner edge (the top side that has the top stitching) 
and put a dot (1 ½”) from the left raw edge corner to 
the center of the top edge. Do the same for the right 
top corner. Sew with a ¼” seem allowance from the 
side raw edge, to the dot and stop. Do the same on 
the other side. Press seam open. Top stitch ONE side 
of seam opening from raw edge to the other. The 
rectangle is now like a tube. Turn fabric so that the 
right side of fabric is facing out.

3. With fold at the bottom, 
move seam opening to the top 
of your square, measure and 
move the seam down so that it 
is ½” from the top, Pin to 
secure. Pin raw edge sides and 
sew from top to bottom with a 
¼” seam allowance.

4. If desired, insert plastic covered twist tie in upper 
open seam and center within the upper pocket. Top 
stitch close and on each side of the twist tie.

5. With twist tie 
pocket at the top, 
fan fold pleats, 
press and secure 
with pins. Sew each 
side ¼ seam 
allowance.

Fold



ADDING THE STRAPS
6. Find the center of the short 
side of the mask and use a pin 
to mark. Do this to both sides. 
Take both long strips that 
have been folded to measure 
¼” wide, these are the two 
mask ties. Fold each tie in half 
lengthwise and press the 
center.

7. Take the tie and match the center 
fold to the mask center pin. Open tie 
and nest the mask into the long fold 
and pin the length of the mask to the 
tie strap. Sew, making sure that both 
top and bottom of the tie strap are 
caught in the seam. Top stitch both 
sides and ends of tie strap.



COMPLETION, ONTO THE NEXT! 
8. Repeat for the second tie, being sure that both ties are secured to the mask 
and that each are fully top stitched to secure ends and hold up to many 
washings.

9. Congratulations! Now you have finished the mask!  Please take 5 to 10 masks 
and safety pin them together with a note regarding the fabric content & let the 
new wearer know the mask is ready to be worn with/without a filter pad. Take 
you bundled masks and bag them up in a ziplock bag for delivery. This will be a 
great help for our health care members or help protect your friends and family 
while we keep our 6’ distance from each other!

We are collecting as many as you can make and spare!  Please, if you are able, 
take you bags of masks to the TWUMC Church side entrance facing Lake 
Woodlands where you will find a “tub” as a collection point, if you are not able to 
leave you home let Staci Brady (sbrady@twumc.org) know when you are ready 
for someone pick the up your bags of face masks from your doorstep. We have a 
gentleman whose wife is a doctor at the Conroe Medical center, as well as other 
medical offices, asking us to make as many masks as possible to help protect 
them until they can get the needed supplies. So PLEASE, let’s see how many we 
can get to our front line warriors who are fighting this invisible enemy! 

Remember, these mask are only used as a stop-gap or a cover over the official 
medical masks. They will not be a 100% protectant against the COVID-19 virus. 
It is an effort to help while our healthcare heroes wait on the proper masks to 
arrive. For more information on how to protect you and your loved ones, please 
go to www.CDC.gov or the World Health Organization, www.who.int for the 
latest information. THANK YOU!

http://www.CDC.org
http://www.who.int

